To do the 2017 Gumshoe, start from Ken’s Market, 7231 Greenwood Ave N. Please note:
•
•
•

The route involves crossing busy streets, negotiating uneven sidewalks and climbing hills, so be careful!
All clues are visible from public thoroughfares, so please don’t trespass on private property.
After solving a clue, always resume walking in the same direction you were headed before you derived your answer—unless the
next clue directs you otherwise.

1

A

Exit Ken’s and double cross to the badged glass. What letter added to its mid-band describes a skilled arsonist?
(N 47.6820°, W 122.3552°)

2

Vita

Pass below tin to corner with fee to the railed span. What roasting company was established in the last century?
(N 47.6825°, W 122.3551°)

3

Label

Gravitate through limbs to the rocky beds. Removing the lame from CWM’s pliant descriptor, what informative
sticker remains? (N 47.6825°, W 122.3537°)

4

Frog

When 7 tops 3 behind you, island hop to pass left of the Scandinavian’s steed. Near the flagged box, what stands
on one leg under the branches? (N 47.6832°, W 122.3524°)

5

Star

Bypass the wind-powered farm vehicle until stacked digits totaling 13 are opposite, then diagonal to the pair of
paired vehicular barriers. Proceed from the beige to the white ones and beyond, past the trio of glass orbs. Where
vines enclose: comet, moon or star? (N 47.6841°, W 122.3543°)

6 Methodists

Where states is all in caps and raised in green, head the only way protuberances are not facing. Advance beyond
the lunar sign to the next states fixture. Who unite? (N 47.6855°, W 122.3552°)

7

Blue-Jay

After 1/20th of an hour, turn with the congregational hall, past two signs of courtesy to one in the foliage opposite
the salmon door. What way? (N 47.6859°, W 122.3529°)

8

Bugs

At Olympic’s grate, bucket past 4r to the railed steps, then veer up the steepest incline to the shiny winged
collector. Cross to the colorful stack. Birds, bugs or bears? (N 47.6862°, W 122.3539°)

9

1924

Return to the collector to resume travel in the direction you were headed before your double cross. At 10 yards,
redirect past time to land on Del’s corner. Look for the compass. What year? (N 47.6870°, W 122.3552°)

10 Sunglasses

Pirouette and jitterbug to where these terms belong, then sashay under accessories to follow the structure of royal
headgear to its stepped fence. Proceed as salmon is to bay, to the emoji and, without tripping, go the way its mouth
is to the expression of gratitude. Near the ship navigation aid, what are the canines wearing? (N 47.6884°,
W 122.3554°)

11

Events

Take the stony aisle past the feathered feline and strung tree to where diamond, rectangle and square align
vertically. Perpendicular the parallel stripes, then, with instruments at your back, head to the toothy smile. Short of
it, what happens daily? (N 47.6895°, W 122.3552°)

12

Llama

When in sight of the Swiss dairy product, cross not, but take direction from its nearby arrow to pass 3156 enroute to
the topiary. Leopard, llama or lemming? (N 47.6892°, W 122.3533°)

13

Bulger

14

8

15

1939

At the obelisk, follow the ringed quartet past the “More! More!” business, pushing through the regulators to the twin
bollards. What does the key say? (N 47.6911°, W 122.3527°)
When you come to Wide’s end, go the way the 54s face until the 53s block you. Including those of the 53s, how
many poled 8’s—big, tiny and behind temporary signs—are displayed below the silver box? (N 47.6917°,
W 122.3512°)
Turn to stroll past the yellow rhombi and under the wood, counterclockwising the interior path to 51. When did the
trains quit running? (N 47.6935°, W 122.3507°)

16 Greenhouses Keep circling to return to the wood. What houses used to occupy the site? (N 47.6925°, W 122.3511°)
17

Manages

18

Stream

19

Davidsen

20

Gyr

21

Mutiny

Pass the herd until you’re under the middle, then proceed as desserts are to plates. At Elon Musk’s favorite local
store, what preventive service is provided? (N 47.6904°, W 122.3552°)

22

MCKU

Beyond the bomb-riding rodent, when déjà vu occurs, stripe back to the beaned café. Staying right of hand,
transport yourself to where wood gives way to brick, then along the route of highest caloric expenditure. At 10 over
22, for what is muck an anagram? (N 47.6896°, W 122.3558°)

23

Pig

24

7

At the treehouse, take the cylinder line. If you divide the number of cylinders by the number of statues lying down
below, add the square root of 25 to the quotient, and divide by a fourth of a dozen, what’s the result? (N 47.6893°,
W 122.3580°)

25

20

Veer to the eye and follow its gaze. Just beyond the fulcrum, what’s the limit? (N 47.6880°, W 122.3579°)

26

Wessels

27

Dawg

Stripe your way to edge past the hall to the little leaguer. The helmeted receptacle: dawg or coug? (N 47.6862°,
W 122.3561°)

28

Blue

At the joint manipulator, seek past pain the beautiful guy. When you find him, without diverting from your path, look
to the open gate. What color belt? (N 47.6854°, W 122.3554°)

29

Blessings

30

Lamb

Yer dun!

Pass starboard of all the diagonal signs. Beyond the villa, what does Tony do? (N 47.6925°, W 122.3540°)
Proceed between the living and photographic trunk lines to where a clockwise 270-degree turn takes you past the
metropolis laid bare. At the treasures, signal to the blue dot, then zig to the sun and zag to the well-lit way, past the
link, to the grounded but mismatched Indian duo. Where does outfall go? (N 47.6913°, W 122.3566°)
Whirl to pass east and press on to spectacles. Roy who? (N 47.6906°, W 122.3566°)
With Roy’s hands behind you, proceed to the psychedelic animachine. Oasis and Graves, Landis and who?
(N 47.6906°, W 122.3561°)

Where bricks end, go the slow way to the letter-topped peak. What turns the way the wind blows? (N 47.6895°,
W 122.3575°)

Button to pass John’s eagle, then follow the brick-capped retainers to the silver spar. Mary Lee who? (N 47.6863°,
W 122.3570°)

Continue past the scheduled pole to just short of where Lang does its work. Carefully repeat #4’s island hop, this
time to pass right of the edifice of Germanic creed. What do those using its main entrance receive coming and
going? (N 47.6835°, W 122.3552°)
Where the pig snorts at the window, what quadruped floats above? (N 47.6829°, W 122.3552°)

